
Reincarnation by Gary Bate 

Consciousness is like a vat (a body of water) that we are all weighted down in. The more weight we 
carry the more emotionally encumbered we are. We are like bubbles that eventually rise to the 
surface. We need to lighten up and cut the ties that are weighing us down.

Where is the love? Take a look around you! There is the love. Everyone is expresssing how they 
want to express otherwise they wouldn't be doing what they are doing. God does not interfere – that 
is the purest love. If God interfered, a side would be taken and the love would be lost. Under such 
circumstances nothing would exist, because everything has come from pure love. 

So what of the mind of a Christ? He or she emulates God's love...

My 2 grown up offspring were married to each other in their last lives – they were my mother's 
parents and thus my grandparents. I was also married in my last life – I was married to my 
grandmother who is now my nephews daughter. I knew my father previously as my son.

In the year 325 'they' removed all references to reincarnation. Why? Control.

As we exit through the revolving door we re-enter, but we are only seen to do so by the very aware. 
What of all those slaughtered children in Palestine? They are lining up to return... Slain blood never 
sleeps – retribution is coming...

God allows the victims to express howsoever they want to, because nothing ever really dies. Life is 
a continuum. God allows the tyrants to express howsoever they want and to continue expressing as 
tyrants for eternity, if that is their wish. There are no victims where there are no tyrants...

Who was your Daughter in her last life? Where is your Son now? Be wise woman. Be wise man.

I am writing this because you're just not going to get this from anyone else.

We exit through the revolving door and we re-enter through it, but there's a pause which we 
experience in our Light bodies. Where are our Light bodies now? Around us in our auras.

Matter is the coagulation of light – the slowing of light freqencies through the electro-magnetic 
spectrum of light. That involution is held around our bodies (in our auras) and certain frequencies 
contain certain bodies of Light that we use when we are in those frequencies (environments). Hence 
the Light Body in visible light, the Blue body in UV light and the Golden body in the X-ray realm.

We only get to experience the Blue and Golden bodies if we drop all of our emotional confusion. 
The bubbles that rise to the surface sit where the Gold meets the Blue. This is the quintessential 
place where all great masters reside.

The revolving door exists for the heavy-weights who still lack in wisdom. Emotional confusion can 
only be resolved in flesh (a physical body). The Light body finds its resolution in mass (flesh) and 
the physical body kind of mirrors the imperfections of the Light body.

As you become more loving, your physical body heals because it is starting to mirror your perfect 
Blue body (you pull away from the dictates of your imperfect Light body). Is this making sense?

Just like you (and I) came back through the revolving door last time around, we absolutely have that 
option next time and there are entities in the Light who are excited about us making that choice, 



because it means they get fed! Everything is energy and that's what's required for their sustenance.

These 'demons' in the Light pull the strings here via their minions who worship them and those who 
they possess. The control here is coming from above in the Light. There's more about this in my 
other short articles on my website...

I loved my father's mother. I loved her as my grandmother and no doubt I loved her as my wife in 
my last life. I've yet to meet her again in this life (in her new form) but I now know how irrelevant 
that is. Family is all illusion – we are all the same and we are all equal.

In order to reside where the blue meets the gold, all of the great masters had to leave their families, 
meaning they emotionally detached and not necessarily any physical/responsibility departure.

So God (Consciousness), then Energy (the movement of the gods) and frequencies (our forms)...

Where are you in proximity to the vat surface? How much weight are you laden with? How quickly 
is your imperfect Light body decaying your physical body? How do you stop that?

Your Light body (energy) is a consciousness (all energy is inextricably bound with consciousness). 
Its consciousness is all about CONTROL. It is the home for both tyrant and victim. To rise above it, 
you have to purge all of your controlling ways... Remember, God simply allows...

We would live in bliss if there were no tyrants, but we see tyrants in all walks of life. They are 
deluded individuals who are full of their own image-importance and they are always on the make, 
ceaselessly trying to take advantage of other people. Unfortunately, we can't rely on them to 
change. It is we who have to change, by standing up to them.

We all have weaknesses but the answer is always the same – it's just a change in your attitude...

I care about my friends and the people and animals in my life, but I recognise that they all have 
their own minds and their own lives and their own trajectories into the future. I must not try to 
interfere. I must allow it all like God allows it all. I must try my best to emulate God.

By opening up you become aware of your encumbrances (weight) and where you have given your 
power away to others. If someone doesn't empower you; they are likely to be draining you. Rising 
to the surface is the same as taking your power (energy) back from where you have leaked it (given 
it away to other people or by restricting your expression here). Increasing self-awareness is critical.

If we cannot save ourselves, we cannot save anyone else. And we cannot expect others to save us! 
Frankly, they've got better things to do. Our evolution is our responsibilty – it has nothing to do 
with what's going on in this World. In saying that, like I said, love is standing up to tyranny...

There's only a fight on this planet because certain so-called elites insist on running with a 
backwards consciousness. It's called control and it's the opposite of love.

I've only got one more thing to say. Please have a plan for your future. You don't have to return 
through the revolving door to this decrepit World (you don't have to go to the Light). There are 
other Worlds and Motherships that you can thrive in/on.

If you've not read any of my books, maybe you should... ~ Gary Bate.
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